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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting case of a patient with schizophrenia ant TD after using SGA. The

case is very familiar to psychiatrist, however it is of interest because: TD was caused by

medium dose of risperidone, it was refractory, authors introduced many therapies (older

and newer) in order to come to a beneficial outcome. So, it is informative for the reader

that may confront the challenge of treating TD. There are some remarks to be addressed:

1. Abbreviations should be at first explained (DRBA, dopamine receptor blocking

agents, second paragraph) 2. Was it a case of late-onset schizophrenia? Or the

diagnosis was dramatically delayed? If it is late-onset, then it is interesting to focus on

this special population and the authors could provide details and maybe hypothesis

about TD in late onset schizophrenia 3.It should be stressed that only 4 mg of

risperidone for 6 months were adequate for causing severe symptomatology 4.Why was

she initiated with ROS? Did she have problem swallowing in the first place or it was a

result of TD followed by worn tongue?
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